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Goodbye to an old friend ...

By WoC | June 21, 2020 at 07:20 PM EDT | No Comments
Said goodbye to an old friend of mine. A true friend who stuck with me all the way through the building of my Escape
from Mill Station prototype game. Uninstalled Blender 2.79 for the last time. Onward with Blender 2.83.

Woods coffee opens their seating ...

By WoC | June 12, 2020 at 06:26 PM EDT | No Comments
After weeks and weeks Woods coffee finally opens their seating.
Have a place to work again YAY!!

WindQuest and new plans

By WoC | June 09, 2020 at 04:14 PM EDT | No Comments
Completing WindQuest game before I swing back to EfMS.
Scrapped the idea of renting a new office space.
Too many crazy people who will be renting with me.
Rather wait for coffee shops to open again and then I can work there again.
Development = low overhead, sticking to the plan.
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Crazy 2020

By WoC | May 25, 2020 at 07:23 PM EDT | No Comments
Early 2020 / late 2019 I decided to break away from EfMS and develop smaller games in the
hope that one or more of them would sell so I could raise money from EfMS. I have sold a
few copies of EyeRoll but not nearly enough funding of course. WindQuest is the last short
game project I am currently finishing up before swinging back to EfMS. I have been writing
more detailed progress reports on my Discord. Then my beloved Asus ROG laptop broke down.
Took the whole machine apart but couldn't find the problem. Then bought an Acer Nitro 5 which
I am currently on and very happy with.
My ability to work out of a Starbucks of course blew up in my face with the CVOD19 drama going on.
Way behind schedule with game development now but just waiting now for things to open up
again and lockdown to blow over so I can resume work on my games.

Downloaded and installed CamStudio for time lapse ...

By WoC | December 08, 2019 at 12:09 PM EST | No Comments
So I can do time lapse screen recording.
Did a few tests and the settings that works best so far:
Cinepak codec
Quality 100
Set key frame every 100
Capture frame every 1000 milliseconds
Playback Rate 15 frames / second
Auto adjust and Lock Capture disabled.

Specs head designs completed ...

By WoC | December 07, 2019 at 08:29 PM EST | No Comments
Finished up with Specs head designs today.
Next up will be more full body versions on him.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93HXPfvg8yM&feature=youtu.be

Uninstalled all ...

By WoC | November 25, 2019 at 04:32 PM EST | No Comments
non World of Clouds games on my computer today Except Warframe.
I will still play that every now and then.
Making moves to get back on the horse with EfMS.

Update on schedule ...

By WoC | November 23, 2019 at 11:27 PM EST | No Comments
I did a little regrouping this evening.
New completion ETA for character designs is now April of 2020.
The rest of the production design ETA for completion now set at 1 December 2020.
Then I estimate it will take me 1 year to build the game in both Blender and UE4.
So hoping to finish and publish the game by end of 2021.
My only concern is getting the 3D built fast enough in Blender.
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Back working on EfMS and the concept designs for Specs ...

By WoC | November 06, 2019 at 10:37 PM EST | No Comments
I picked up again today on the Escape from Mill Station concept designs.
Working on the head shots for the character Specs.
I expect to pick up the pace again on this project till the end of this year.
However I fear this project might take another 2 years before its completed.
Long road ahead.
Very little funding no other choice.
Long road or give up on it.

Busy with freelance work again ...

By WoC | October 20, 2019 at 03:25 PM EDT | No Comments
... until around the end of this week when its Halloween.

Nuked my You Tube channel for gameplay today ...

By WoC | October 17, 2019 at 04:05 PM EDT | No Comments
Sick and tired of being trolled to death while I am doing other game developing companies a
favor and promoting their games.
Nuked the entire channel.
From now on I will be recording my own games only.

Picked up again on the production design paintings for Specs ...

By WoC | October 16, 2019 at 10:02 PM EDT | No Comments
Finishing up on the frontal and profile head angles of the head.
Working on the hair modeling tonight.
Various other angles will follow soon.
I had to read the script again where the character is featured just to refresh my memory. Its been
a while.

Added complete playlist of all EfMS development videos today ...

By WoC | October 13, 2019 at 02:53 PM EDT | No Comments
I grouped them all together in a playlist here:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZHx8giGesGadPqYkB0Rjro-eRlB3IjxE

Just finished up with some VFX work and I am back ...

By WoC | September 15, 2019 at 10:50 PM EDT | No Comments
on the character designs for EfMS.
I looked at an UE4 MMO tutorial series today and I might be building that after the completion
of EfMS.
Right now the story game interests me more and I want to finish that firsts.

Thursday and retail ...

By WoC | September 05, 2019 at 02:49 PM EDT | No Comments
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Got a wire removal visual effects shot in that I have to finish first and then I will swing back to EfMS.
Third gas station I tried had an air machine that actually works so I could pump my bicycle tires.
"In retail no on can hear you scream".
In retail nothing ever works and they always make money in my business everything always
works and I never make any money.

Swinging back to EfMS development today ...

By WoC | September 03, 2019 at 10:33 AM EDT | No Comments
Decided last night its a better strategy to try get EyeRoll selling and focus on its marketing
rather than trying to build more small games. Then focus on Escape from Mill Station. I
enjoy building the little games but there is no point really unless I can at least one of them
selling. They are supposed to carry EfMS and if they dont then they are just a waste of time really.
I have another possible visual effects shot coming in today and then I am doing backups online.
My power cord for my Seagate backup drive broke so I am forced to move all my backups online.
Otherwise everything good.
Looking forward to getting back on the horse with Escape from Mill Station.

Quick update

By WoC | August 17, 2019 at 04:10 PM EDT | No Comments
I am about 3 days away from finishing up a little game project called "EyeRoll". Its a little
maze game with puzzles. After that one I want to finish "The little drone 3" and then I will
swing back to "Escape from Mill Station". The series of little games is an attempt to get
something selling to raise funds for EfMS. We will see how it goes.
Both EyeRoll and The little drone 3 is on this website.

The little drone 1 and 2 ...

By WoC | June 06, 2019 at 08:07 PM EDT | No Comments
So I decided to swing over to the left a little and bang out a few very short "little" games. I want
to see if I can get them to sell to help with funding for the EfMS game project. So The little
drone was the first one. I finished that one in about a week. I am doing a sequel now that will
take just a little longer since I am adding to the first one a bit. We will see how these little games
do and if they will help with the EfMS game project.

Got the basic look for Specs down today.

By WoC | May 06, 2019 at 10:15 PM EDT | No Comments
Tomorrow I will be refining him and do the profile angle.

Finished up on all the concept art for Iritiree ...

By WoC | May 04, 2019 at 06:39 PM EDT | No Comments
Her complete concept art package is also published in the Download store and I am now moving
on to design Specs the next character.

I am 1 month behind schedule with final concept desings ...

By WoC | April 26, 2019 at 09:08 PM EDT | No Comments
… on all the characters.
So I will have to step up.
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Not too bad. I am hoping to finish end of September now. Hopefully I can hit that target date. I
am working on Iritiree's locket and then tomorrow I am kicking off on the next character.

Rescheduling concept design target dates ...

By WoC | April 25, 2019 at 10:19 PM EDT | No Comments
Completed the time lapse breakdown of the full body concept design for Iritiree yesterday. I
have her locket design to do now that's all. Then its the next character in line. I am cleaning up
and rescheduling my target dates for final concept designs.

Easter came and went ...

By WoC | April 23, 2019 at 05:33 PM EDT | No Comments
Easter weekend just passed.
I uninstalled Apex Legends not interested in that game anymore.
Cleaned up my bookmarks on my Edge browser that was really getting cluttered.
I am almost done with Roy's leather jacket revisit, just to get the wrinkled look out.
I moved the side pockets up a bit as well as the name tag / pin.
I also improved the reflective surface of the G-1 jacket.
I think it looks better now and I am almost ready to bounce back onto Iritiree's full body
concept design. I am also almost done with that and plan to publish a time lapse of her full
body concept design right after I am done with it.
I do plan on keeping the concept design for the other characters a little looser so I can get
then done quicker. I plan to do more "conceptual thinking" in the 3D modeling phase which I
think makes sense since it wont result in double work.
As far as gaming goes I am pretty much down to Titanfall 2 and Warframe at the moment.
Blacklight is really kinda dead for me now. Even Tango Down.

Completed the optimization of my web pages ...

By WoC | April 18, 2019 at 06:02 PM EDT | No Comments
My web pages should load a little faster now.
I made the image files a lot smaller and combined the Artwork and Media pages into one.
Got rid of any image banners I don't really need and replaced with text.
Other than that I am continuing on with my concept designs of the characters now.

Working on mainly 3 things today ...

By WoC | April 17, 2019 at 07:03 PM EDT | No Comments
1. Reworking Roy's leather jacket. Improving the folds in it and taking the "wrinkle look" out.
2. The full body final concept design for Iritiree and her dress design.
3. Making website pictures smaller and editing them down a bit.

Monday ...

By WoC | April 15, 2019 at 06:01 PM EDT | No Comments
Making my image files on my web pages smaller and editing them a bit. My website is starting
to load a little slow.
Then I am ironing out Roy's G-1 jacket and clothing a bit. The wrinkles are bothering me now.
Then I am continuing on with the concept designs for Iritiree which is coming along nicely. I
just have a little trouble deciding what her dress should look like.
Other than that the summer is here along with rain which is annoying but long pants is stored
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away and shorts is out.
VFX and graphics work is shit as always.

Cleaning up my machines today ...

By WoC | March 31, 2019 at 12:28 PM EDT | No Comments
Uninstalled Origin, Apex Legends and Titanfall 2.
Tired of them.
Cleaning up my drives and both my machines.
I will keep Blacklight: tango Down and Warframe, games I consider to be art and not rubbish.
I am busy with dress design for my Iritiree character and almost done. I will start with the crew
of the Catalina very soon.

I wrote a few thoughts down on Reddit ... BLR vs Apex Legends ...

By WoC | March 21, 2019 at 01:22 PM EDT | No Comments
There are only 3 or 4 Legends or characters in Apex Legends. Each one has a little intro he or
she does and lines to go with it. Its all chosen by the game program and the players have so say
in the choices. In BLR there are many different characters that can be further customized both
with lines and gear that reflects the player's personality, style and level of play. If you have only
3 or 4 Legends and there are hundreds of players what is the point in having different Legends
in the first place? You see duplicates of the same Legends or characters very soon and there is
no connection with the player who chooses to play that character. Also the player is the
character and not the writer of the game. The Legends are given personalities by the writers and
not the players. Big mistake. Also each Legend does his or her intro with animations while
the selection by the player is happening at the start of each match. Funny thing is they do the
same animations over and over again but the lines are different and have different beats to
them. Sometimes whole different tones. The player has no control over the animation of his or
her character while it seems it just says what it wants to not feel at that given moment. Its
also completely disconnected from the other players / enemies or team mates. So there is
no indication how the player feels and what the player is trying to convey to the enemy or the
team mate. It just random "machine talk". Besides the fact that it makes the Legends or
characters look completely fake and "forced" it alienates the player completely from his or
her character. So you might as well be playing against not only AI but fake AI. Double wrong.
In BLR the player chooses when the character says what and what actions the character are
doing while the lines are spoken. Also the enemy can hear those lines so he or she can
"speak directly" to the enemy and make a personal connection. In Apex Legends the enemy
only hears a kill line which is random and not chosen by the player and only after the player is
killed and no longer interested anyways. Plus his team mates cant hear that kill line which makes
it further pointless.
BLR was a social event. A place you could go where you share your downs and ups, talk about
your life, complain about your girlfriend who dumped you, discuss politics. In Apex Legends you
can barely keep up with this silly and hectic schedule of trying to find a weapon and gear up
before you suddenly run into the enemy and not to mention trying to keep up with your team
mates that before you realize it are on the other side of the map already. There is no time to
type anything in chat or even think about anything to say. Only during the intro you can try
and make a little small talk and connect with your fellow team mates but then there is so
much overpowering dialogue of the "machine characters" and drum roll announcements that you
can barely hear anything. The machine simply tells you the player to be quiet I am talking now.
So the machine takes the spot light and not the players.
In BLR you can chat with the enemy and your team mates. This adds another dynamic to
the personal relationships you have during gameplay because you get to know the enemy and
what the enemy says is just as important as what your team mates are saying. When two
boxers are in a ring, they each get to know each other's fighting styles and they each adapt
and attempt to out maneuver the other one's personal style of fighting. This also counts as
a personal relationship and it develops and is fully dynamic. In Apex Legends you suddenly see
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the enemy after what seems years of opening the same doors and closing them. Then there is
a brief encounter where you fight to win and then they are gone. No time to learn about their
style, maybe just get a glimpse of it but then you see a character or Legend that looks exactly
like your team mate but with different make up on the nose or something. That is not only
confusing it also renders any personal or emotional impact of the enemy on you totally powerless.
The HRV brings both boxers in front of each other at all times while in Apex Legends you need
this silly ring to close in tighter all the time as the squads are thinned out in numbers. Since
you cant see the enemy move and interact with your movements, just like 2 boxers can see
each other move, there is a complete disconnect between you and the enemy. It makes
the encounter and experience a lot less personal. In BLR everything is personal and that is the
great power of the game.
Just a few thoughts. :-)
I want to add one more thing. I almost feel as if Apex Legends strips away the identity of the
player from the character to make the player feel better about committing murder. It really
feels that way to me. Maybe that is a battle royale thing I don't know but when I walk away
from Apex Legends I don't really feel very good or that I had fun but more like I have blood on
my hands. I also think it attracts a more abusive and darker kind of player than BLR. I ran into a
few of them while playing Apex Legends. In BLR you switch sides and players get shuffled
around between the two opposing teams between matches. That is very clever because now you
are on the same side with a player you were shooting at in the previous match. So the game
makes it very clear that it has a very playful intent. Not this ssssh lets go kill a little today that
Apex Legends feels like. Just my feeling anyways.
I am also just quietly wondering if the real sickos who are attracted to shooter games are not in
fact turned off my BLR's playfulness and the fact that it doesn't take itself too seriously. To a
real diabolical and narcistic mind not to be taken seriously is a huge insult. Wondering if that is
part of the reason why BLR failed …

Capping game time and had great idea for WoC Wiki ...

By WoC | March 17, 2019 at 06:15 PM EDT | No Comments
Had an idea today to build the Tringle Traders Guide store into a virtual bookstore.
Build it in Unreal and make it a free download.
So people can walk around in it and read about the World of Clouds and its characters.
In stead of a retarded Wiki online.
Then I am capping my game time to 8pm - 10pm every night in an effort to stay focused on my
own game project.

Progress on Iritiree character ...

By WoC | March 16, 2019 at 12:54 PM EDT | No Comments
… is coming along fine. I made the crown and hair on top of the head a little thinner which in a
way echoes the head injury Roy gets during crash landing.
Then I think I have a pretty final look on her head now. I want to move on now and do
alternative angles on her head and then full body.
I uninstalled Warframe and Apex Legends they just don't do it for me.
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Completed the first look design for Iritiree yesterday ...

By WoC | March 10, 2019 at 04:42 PM EDT | No Comments
Basically happy with the look but I do need to refine it.
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Officially starting on the look development of Iritiree ...

By WoC | March 08, 2019 at 09:51 PM EST | No Comments
…. and what an amazing coincidence that its on international woman's day.

One day left for the main character ...

By WoC | March 07, 2019 at 09:12 PM EST | No Comments
I have only the wet and dirty look left to design on the fully dressed Roy Stratik character then
its the female lead's turn. Looking forward to finishing up with the main character and be working
on a different character for a change.

Wrinkles ...

By WoC | March 06, 2019 at 04:18 PM EST | No Comments
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I got a few more comments on the amount of wrinkles in the Roy Stratik Character's khaki pants
so I decided to revisit the modeling on it and smooth out the wrinkles. I adopted a faster style
of painting this time and finished it quickly. It looks better now, less complex actually works in
this case. Then I have about a day left on the Roy Stratik character. I will be starting the
design work on the Iritiree character very soon. I am really looking forward to work on a
new character. My gaming is still ongoing and in some way getting in the way of working on my
own game project. But I am having fun and Blacklight: Retribution is shutting down soon so I
am enjoying it while it lasts. Apex Legends is growing on me. It more intense and not really
that much fun than BLR and I also notice you keep wanting to play another match to see if you
can do better. But you cant really because so much depends on luck. No wonder the
game companies love this arena style games because they are very addictive and just like
drugs keep pulling you back in.

Completion date estimated for final concept designs of all characters ...

By WoC | February 28, 2019 at 09:30 PM EST | No Comments
20th August 2019 if I can stick to the schedule.

Scheduling my concept designs for characers again today ...

By WoC | February 28, 2019 at 04:24 PM EST | No Comments
Last time I tried to draw up a schedule for my final character concept designs was right
before December and that got torn to pieces pretty quickly.
I want to try scheduling again and see if I can stick to it this time.
I am almost done with the lead character and getting ready to move on to the female lead for
the story.
I want to do fewer versions with the other characters since they don't really change their looks
that much in the game. Hopefully that will speed things up.

Last few days have been nothing but distracting ...

By WoC | February 27, 2019 at 08:14 PM EST | No Comments
Been playing Apex Legends, Blacklight: Tango Down, Blacklight: Retribution and Warframe.
Finished 2 freelance graphics jobs and now getting back to the game project.

New games to play ...

By WoC | February 15, 2019 at 07:07 PM EST | No Comments
Since Balcklight is shutting down I looked around and found two new games.
Warframe and Apex Legends.
I created two more YouTube channels for WF and AL.
I also changed my screen name in Blacklight from Bloedkop to BloedkopBL.
So I could use the same screen name in AL and WF, I just add the AL and WF at the end of Bloedkop.
Not sure if these gaming channels are a waste of time or not but they good decent attention.
Then I am now getting back on the final concept design of my characters.
I hope to finish Roy Stratik in about a week.
We got hit with very late snow here in Bellingham and Starbucks had to close early for a few
nights. Seem to be getting back to normal now.
I am waiting for uploads on my first Warframe gameplay videos.
I will be working on the Roy Stratik character this whole weekend with some gameplay distracting
I think.
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RIP Blacklight: Retribution ...

By WoC | February 08, 2019 at 08:10 PM EST | No Comments
PC servers shutting down forever.
Very sad day.

Snow and more snow ...

By WoC | February 08, 2019 at 05:46 PM EST | No Comments
2nd Kickstarter for game project ended.
Funding goal not reached.
Looks like I will just have to build the game myself and that is fine.
Starbucks closes at 7 pm tonight cutting my work time short today.
I bought a new tent to isolate myself from the outdoors.
I had to many flying and crawling things sneaking into my main structure.
Its a little small so I have to sleep diagonally in it but that is fine.
Better that then being exposed to everything that flies and crawls in the middle of a forest.
Otherwise just more snow coming in that is about all new news.
I am stuck on a logo design again another design job with little pay and no end in sight.
Always getting the worst jobs ever but that is fine.
I will finish my game project regardless of all the shit thrown at me.
Almost done with my main character concept design and hoping to bundle that and sell that on
my website.

Had our first snow 2 days ago ...

By WoC | February 05, 2019 at 09:45 PM EST | No Comments
… first snow for this winter in Bellingham.
I am working on logo designs.
I tried to cheat with a Starbucks refill and when I opened my personal cup's lid there was as a
solid block of ice floating in it. LOL
Well then …
Otherwise just in the last stages of the Roy Stratik design I will finish up with that in less than
a week from now.

Almost Friday ...

By WoC | January 31, 2019 at 05:34 PM EST | No Comments
On Monday I got a quick VFX job in.
It came right in time for my state taxes that had to be done end of this month.
So that was a relief.
I filled out a job application for a game tester with a company in Redmond yesterday and
was invited for an interview today.
I cancelled though would like to stay focused on my game project.
Other than that just doing the last bit of design work on the main character and then its time
to design the female lead.

One more week on Roy Stratik character ...

By WoC | January 23, 2019 at 07:43 PM EST | No Comments
About 1 more week on the Roy Stratik character and then I can bundle it and see if I can sell
the designs as a collector's item on my website.
Then its onward with the Iritiree character, the female lead.
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I put my ROG laptop in the market wanted to see what I can still get for it ...

By WoC | January 21, 2019 at 03:55 PM EST | No Comments

Someone was willing to pay $750 for it.
I put it on Craigslist for $900.
I am not really in a hurry to sell it but is curious what it would be worth at the moment.
Otherwise I got a reaction out of Vancouver for visual effects.
It might be work.
Had another backer for my Kickstarter this morning.
I am waiting for a PayPal transfer to go through into my bank account so I can buy propane.
Other than that I just picked up a few bites from what appears to be bed bugs. I am dealing with
it though and they are better today.
Working on the wet and dirty version of the Roy with khaki shirt and pants.
I hope to finish up with the Roy Stratik character this week.

Very close to finishing up With male lead and found perfect look ...

By WoC | January 18, 2019 at 09:35 PM EST | No Comments
… for Iritiree today.
Just by accident.
I was kinda hoping to stumble across a look that I surprises me and is not what I was looking for.
Looking forward to start working on this character.

Wednesday ...

By WoC | January 16, 2019 at 10:03 PM EST | No Comments
I was considering last night to put the game project on hold and jump back onto the digital
comic book. Finish that in a quick art style.
But today I feel I want to stay on the game project and push forward.
I am fixing Roy's hair tonight.
Went to the foodbank today and stocked up on supplies.

Completed another layer of main character concept design ...

By WoC | January 15, 2019 at 11:38 PM EST | No Comments
I want to change the hair now and then do one more layer of the main character design and that
is him with his shoes on and leather jacket.
Maybe holding a few alien weapons and clothing.
Very close to finishing this one character up and then move on to the female lead.

Increased price for subscription to EfMS development ...

By WoC | January 15, 2019 at 04:15 PM EST | No Comments
… from $5 to $18 a year.
Complaints about me spamming on the Unreal Reddit forums so I pushed my yearly subscription up.
Crowdfunding not going well but I will see what happens there you never know.
Continuing on today with concept designs.
Decided to change the hairstyle of my main character to better reflect the style in 1946.
The hair would be trimmed up higher above the ears for example.

Regrouping a little today and getting back to concept designs ...

By WoC | January 12, 2019 at 07:23 PM EST | No Comments
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Sunny days coming up in Bellingham.
Really nice.
I hid my path to base 1 a little better since there are more and more druggies in the area.
Had a close call the other day.
My 3 crowdfunding campaigns are running but I can already see that wont really go anywhere.
That is fine. I think once a playable demo of the game is up it will do better with crowdfunding.
2019 is ahead of me now and I want to get as much done on the game as possible for end of
2020 launch.
If I have to build it al myself I simply will.

PAGE BREAK >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

By WoC | January 12, 2019 at 07:16 PM EST | No Comments
Blog here.
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